DATE: 30 NOV 2022  
TIME: 3:00-5:00pm  
PLACE: Museum Building, Graduate School Conference Room #410 and Zoom Members


Chair: Adam Bradford

Ex-Officio Present: Tracy Collum

Administrator: Brian Volk

ANNOUNCEMENTS:  
Book Drive

GUESTS: None

I. RATIFY ONLINE VOTING OUTCOMES AND APPROVE MINUTES FOR 11-09-22:

II. OLD BUSINESS:

1. ECC- SPAN 7700: Attachment missing  
2. ECC- CoH- PTOT 6623: Program requirement change needed for credit change, 3 to 2  
3. PRC- COB- MHA: Missing Signatures  
4. NCP- GLBL 6600 & 5581: 5581 has not been voted on or approved.  
5. PRC- CoE- Teaching and Educational Studies: Requirement changes were not clear. Changes are now highlighted in attachment.

III. NEW BUSINESS

1. PRC- CoH- PTOT 6623 Overall Credit Change: Goes hand and hand with Old Business item 2.  
2. ECC- CoH- PTOT 6621_6622_6642  
3. PRC- CoB- MHA Requirement Change: Goes hand and hand with Old Business item 3.  
4. PRC- CoB- MAcc Emphasis Change  
5. PRC- CoB- Discontinue Master of Taxation  
6. LON- CoH- Discontinue Applied Nuclear Energy Post-Bac CERT  
7. LON- CoH- DHS Mindfulness Interprofessional CERT  
8. LON- CoH- Lifestyle Medicine Graduate CERT  
9. PRC- CoH- DPAS Lifestyle Medicine CERT  
10. LON- CoH- Nursing Education Graduate CERT  
11. NCP- CoH- NURS Education CERT  
12. PRC- CoH- NURS CERT SBOE  
13. ECC- CAL- RUSS XXXX Remove Course
14. ECC- CAL- SPAN 6690 Add PreReq
15. PRC- CAL- GLBL Requirement Change
16. PRC- CAL- SPAN 6680 Credit Change
17. PRC- CAL- Spanish MA Changes
18. NCP- CAL- HIST 5507 Add New 55XX Course
19. NCP- CAL- HIST 5508 New Course
20. NCP- CAL- HIST 5509 New Course
21. NCP- CAL- HIST 5515 New Course
22. NCP- CAL- HIST 5516 New Course
23. NCP- CAL- HIST 5568 New Course
24. NCP- CAL- HIST 5569 New Course
25. NCP- CAL- HIST 5572 New Course
26. NCP- CAL- HIST 5573 New Course
27. NCP- CAL- HIST 5580 New Course
28. ECC- CAL- HIST 6620 Repeatable
29. UCC- CAL- History Catalog Update
30. PRC- CAL- ENGL Split
31. PRC- CAL- Discontinue ENGL 5592
32. PRC- CAL- Discontinue ENGL 5590
33. NCP- CoSE- ECE 6661
34. PRC- CoSE- ECE Requirement Change
35. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5508 to 5550
36. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5515 to 5544
37. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5516 to 5511
38. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5518 to 5512
39. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5525 to 5514
40. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5526 to 5560
41. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5527 to 5551
42. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5527L to 5551L
43. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5529 to 5520
44. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5529L to 5520L
45. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5532 to 5521
46. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5533 to 5522
47. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5572 to 5540
48. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5572L to 5540L
49. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5573 to 5510
50. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5574 to 5500
51. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5575 to 5570
52. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5576 to 5523
53. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5578 to 5524
54. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5579 to 5528
55. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5582 to 5542
56. ECC- CoSE- ECE 5592 to 5515
57. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6625 to 6660
58. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6627 to 6653
59. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6635 to 6641
60. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6637 to 6660
61. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6648 to 6650
62. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6650 to 6690
63. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6652 to 6680
64. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6660 to 6691
65. ECC- CoSE- ECE 6673 to 6610
IV. FACULTY NOMINATIONS: None

V. OTHER BUSINESS: None

VI. NEXT MEETING: JANUARY 18TH, 2023

VII. NOTES AND INFORMATION:
- FA- Faculty Nomination, Allied
- FF- Faculty Nomination, Full
- NCP- New Course Proposal
- NPP- New Program Proposal
- OI- Other Items
- PP- Policy Proposal
- PRC- Program Requirements Change Proposal
- ECC- Existing Course Change
- LON- Letter of Notification

* Items included in Online Voting Endorsement